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By 1919 Bettmann’s relationship with
his long time
business partner
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What is the Main Ingredient Mauritz Shulte
had come to an
in WD-40?
end. Col. Claude
Holbrook, who
by Bob Grunau
had requisitioned
Before you read to the end, does
all of those
anybody know what the main
ingredient of WD-40 is? Don’t lie “Trusty Triumph”
motorcycles for
and don’t cheat.
the war effort, was
now appointed
WD-40. Who knew? I had a
neighbour who bought a new pickup, manager of
Triumph.
I got up one Sunday morning and
saw that someone had spray painted The first Triumph car did not, however,
red all around the sides of his beige come right away. Bettmann was still
truck (for some unknown reason).
making money selling motorcycles and
I went over, woke him up, and told the factory, quite simply, did not have
him the bad news. He was very
the room to go into car production.
upset and was trying to figure out
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Triumph did build an experimental 2
litre side valve saloon in 1919 which
never reached the production stage. The
first major
move came
in 1921. The
magazine
The Autocar
announced
that the
Triumph Cycle
Company had
purchased the
Dawson Car
Company.
The Dawson
car was costly to
produce mainly because of its advanced
engineering and this was reflected in the
car’s pricing resulting in poor sales. The
continued on page 3

by Ed Taccone

eye, you would see that it is made up
of many individual tubes, each with a
rounded top. This structure allows the eye
to capture much more light than a single
eyeball would. Capture lots of light?
That’s just what we want solar panels to
do when they make electricity from the
sun. Researchers from Italy studied fly
eyes, then developed a new shape for the
Velcro: Have you ever gone for a hike
light capturing structures in solar panels.
and come back with burrs stuck to your The “bionspired” compound lenses gather
clothes? George de Mestral did. Picking light much better than ordinary solar
the burrs off one day in the 1940’s the
panels do. The researchers hope that
Swiss inventor started wondering how
they might be put to good use. He looked
at the burrs under a microscope and
discovered they have tiny hooks that grab
onto clothing. He began experimenting
with ways to make fabric with burr like
hooks that could stick to other fabric.
Eventually he was able to manufacture
tiny nylon hooks that could both hold
tight to fabric and let go when needed.
And so he invented Velcro.
better light gathering will help make solar
Solar Panels: How to catch more light? energy cheaper so more people will use it.
If you could look very closely at a fly’s
continued on page 2
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The Le Mans Start by Denise McCluggage
				

Recently, one of our members, Mike
Davies, brought to my attention an
interesting article written by Denise
McCluggage, which appeared in the May
2014 issue of hagerty.com.
Denise McCluggage is is an American
auto racing driver, journalist, author
and photographer. She was a pioneer of
equality for women in the
U.S., both in motorsports
as well as in journalism.

leap inside or wrestle with doors or
somehow gain entrance, fire up and
plunge into the dusty maelstrom before
us.
But really what difference could a dash
on foot make in a car race that went
on for hours? Well, Porsche positioned
its ignition key on the left side of the

the driver’s seat but was so g-ed up
in the actual event he cleared his car,
completely sprawling on the ground.
At Le Mans, two drivers ended up in
the same car. Juan Manuel Fangio once
slipped into his car only to have the
gear shift lever disappear up his pant
leg. Not quite as incapacitating as a
long-legged friend of mine who put her
foot through the steering wheel.
A lap or two on, as matters
settled, on a long straight I
would set my knees to the
steering wheel, slap around to
find my seat belt and fasten it.
Everyone else did, too. That
necessity hastened the demise of
the Le Mans start. Sensibly, but
sadly, too. Hey, they were fun.

Our thanks are extended
to both Hagerty and
Denise for graciously
agreeing to allow the
HBCC to reprint Denise’s
article, entitled, The
Le Mans Start in the
September issue of British
Driven.
				
The Editor

But speeds were increasing and
the simple lap belt was giving
way to complicated harnesses.
You didn’t get in the car so
much as put it on. In 1969
I never ran across the
at Le Mans, Jacky Ickx, who
track to hop in a race
was an early activist for safety,
car at Le Mans. The
organizer’s excuse was, “We do not
steering wheel so a driver could light up strolled across the track to his Ford
choooose to invite women.” So my Le the engine with his left hand while his GT40 (though he did hurry a bit when
Mans starts were elsewhere. Sebring
right was choosing a gear. And Stirling cars came roaring at him). He carefully
buckled himself in as the scene around
expressed no such scruples, so the
Moss, extremely swift afoot, had a
him cleared of cars.
slap-slap of my sneakers began seven
practiced starting ritual. He firmly
12-hour races there.
believed it was critical to burst free of
the madding crowd when even a small Nonetheless he won the race. Point
No qualifying then. Cars lined up
shunt could ruin your day. He was the taken. The Le Mans start was finished.
according to engine size, the largest
Le Mans start master.
By: Denise McCluggage
leading. They were angled in front
Reprinted courtesy of Media
of the pits with the drivers on foot
Others were not so adept. One driver
Properties, LLC, copyright 2014,
across the track. At flag fall we ran to
carefully practiced neat leaps into
www.hagerty.com.
Inventions: Did You Know? ... continued from page 1
Shock
Absorber:
Whenever a
woodpecker
pecks at a
tree, its head
takes a real
pounding.

Scientists looking for an answer to that
question found four structures in the
woodpecker’s head that help absorb the
blow: a shock absorbing beak, a spring
like support for its tongue, a spongy
part of the skull, and a very small fluid
filled space between the bird’s skull and
brain.

How does it
keep from
damaging its
brain?

Engineers used this model to design a
container that can protect its contents
from impacts. Possible uses include
crash proofing race cars, designing
better football helmets, and preventing
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spacecrafts from being damaged when
they collide with space junk.
		
Ed Taccone
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...continued from page 1

and neat striking gear which with its
patent interlocking device, reduces
the art of gear changing to its simplest
level and calls for no special clutch
manipulation.”

car also did not reflect Bettmann’s
vision of the type of car that he wanted
to produce. It soon became clear that
his only interest was in the Dawson
factory and machinery.

horsepower; [20].

In another development around
that same time the William Morris
Company was having financial
difficulties and Bettmann was
approached as a possible buyer.
Bettmann steadfastly refused and we
can only ponder on how the British car
industry might have developed had the
purchase gone ahead.

The car was tested at the Brooklands
track where an initial speed of 52 mph
The Triumph Motor Co. Ltd. was now
was achieved for one lap. After the
into production and it wasn’t long until
car was fully warmed up the testers
the first two seater sports Triumph
claimed 62 mph along the half mile
made its debut.
long railway straight.
The April 25th, 1924 issue of The
The car was reported to get 40 miles
Autocar published a road test of the
per gallon of fuel, and had a selling
price of 425 pounds.

With the Dawson works in hand
Bettmann could at last build the type of
car that he wanted and one that he was
sure that would sell.

The engine design was actually the
work of Harry Ricardo, while the
general design and production of the
car was entrusted to draftsman Arthur
Alderson.

The opening paragraph in The
Autocar article, although published in
1924, could just as easily have been
written for us today: “A motorist who
would choose an open sporting car in
preference to a comfortable saloon is
regarded by many as one of a curious
species. But such is the appeal of a
light sporting vehicle to some people
that there is no hesitancy in their
choice of the open speedy car.”

new “Sporting Triumph” in which
the author praised its high standard of
finish and overall performance. The car
And so the long history of the
had a 1393cc engine and four speed
Triumph sports car had begun.		
gear box. It is interesting to note that
The Triumph 10/20 was introduced
		
Ron Pincoe
the test report stated that the gears
to the public in April of 1923. The
References: Triumph Cars, The Complete 75 year
had a form of synchromesh. They
car was named for the combination
History ; Richard Langworth & Graham Robson 1979
stated;
“The
Triumph
scores
with
its
of RAC [ Royal Automobile Club]
Triumph Sports, 54 Competitive Years; an Autocar
well chosen steps between the gears,
horsepower;[10], and the actual brake
Special 1978
How The Name “Garage” Came About by Peter Pontsa
smiths; iron founders, electricians and
the country’s first repair depots to use the
The early days of motoring in Great
engineering firms saw potential rewards
word to describe his business, was a former
Britain started in 1895, by the next year,
cycle agent named Frank Morris.
the Locomotives on Highways Act was
passed.
In the same year, the Royal Mail toyed
with the use of a horseless carriage for
In a way it removed some restrictions
deliveries. There was no train delivery
imposed before, but it also started all kinds
on Christmas Day, so the postmaster
of obstacles; legal and technical difficulties
decided on a trial delivery using a horseless
for a country, that was accustomed to
carriage. Gilbert & Son of Lincoln were
horse and railways.
approached and they made a Daimler
Due to the particulars involved with the
available. It was actually borrowed from
horseless carriage, it did require repair
and joined in the new industry.
Frank Morris.
and maintenance. So a new industry
developed to embrace these requirements. With this new field emerging, a name was After a speedy delivery, the Daimler was
needed to describe it. The French language judged as successfully doing the work of a
Quite often it was a cycle shop, however
five horse carriage. Mr. Morris, a Daimler
coach builders saw the advantages and also had a word “garage” which originally
moved to establish themselves in the new described the wider parts of a canal, in
enthusiast ending up looking after King
field. Other trades also saw the possibilities which barges could pass each other or
Edward VII’s Daimlers at Sandringham
dock. The word was also coined by the
of the motor vehicles’ future, and in
House. So that is a little history of the
French Railways to describe train sheds.
turn helped launch the first Automotive
origins of the term “garage” and how it
Through some transformation and usage
Association Handbook in 1908.
		
came to be. 			
with other French motoring words it was
		
Peter
Pontsa
Some of the earliest trades such as gun
imported into English. In 1899, one of
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The Secret of Toad Hollow by Marion Mason
You may have glanced at the business
cards at the end of British Driven, our
great monthly newsletter put out by
Angela van Breemen.

Thinking of organizing an event?
Contact Jane Tully,
our Events Coordinator

wares.

It was worth the search as there are some
very interesting odd pieces. While there,
UPCOMING EVENTS
I watched a few other customers search
(for a full list visit our website)
through boxes, and no one left empty
handed.
GENERAL MEETING:
Pick a Saturday morning and go for the
fun. You will have to act quickly

The one that caught my eye was the
perpetual garage sale at Toad Hollow
in Orangeville. David called it Toad
Hollow because of his son’s love of this
character in The Wind in the Willows.
Being an antique dealer and a collector
of anything unusual or interesting, I
had to check it out. Here you will
find a room the size of a public school
gymnasium filled with hundreds of
items on the
floor in boxes,
on the wall,
in glass cases,
on tables,
everywhere!
The room is
full of items,
some for 25
cents and some
for $200, and
everything else
in between that
range.
It takes an
hour or more
to absorb it all.
You can pick up and touch most items
and David is quite willing to bargain
with you on items you might like to
own. There are pots and pans, books,
records, tin toys, other toys, suitcases,
silver, jewellery, sheet music, toy cars,
tables, chairs, and on and on.
I bought a sterling silver baby mug
and the sheet music THERE ALWAYS
BE AN ENGLAND from the 1920’s,
amongst other things. I bought things
for my garden, my home, and for future
antique shows at which I am selling my
Page 4 HBCC Newsletter September 2014

Wednesday Sept. 3rd, 2014 - BBQ
Meeting at residence of M. Young

FYSH “ FUNKHANA” & BBQ
Sunday Sept 7, 2014
Hosts: Don & Gayle Fysh
1:00 pm Assembly and Registration at the
Hydro One Parking Lot
1:15 pm Driver’s Meeting
1:30 pm Competition begins,
4:30 pm Awards Ceremony
5:00pm Barbecue

though, or wait until next year, because
Sunday Sept.14th, 2014
David will be closing Toad Hollow
down by about mid September. Winter Shelburne Fall Fair Antique & Classic Car
storage of cars begins October 1st in the Show
same building.
Sunday Sept 21st, 2014 - 31st British
Car Day Bronte Park, - $20.00 at gate,
$15.00 “Fast lane” early registration

It is easy to find. Go south on John
Street from Orangeville, go through
the traffic lights at the Town line and
turn right almost immediately behind
Dufferin Apparel. You will see a sign
on the set back long gray building and
it will either say; THE TOAD IS IN or
THE TOAD IS OUT.
Hopefully, you will find the “Toad”
there. See you next Saturday!!!
		
Marion Mason

Saturday Sept. 27th, 2014
4th ANNUAL PRESIDENT’S RUN
10:00 am meet at road between French
Press Bistro / Booklore Plaza and the Scotia
Bank
10:30 am departure
Hosts: Peter Pontsa & Angela van Breemen
12:30 p.m. Lunch at Mono Cliffs
- rain date Sun. 28, 2014
GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday Oct. 1st, 2014
“PUB NIGHT” Meeting at residence of
Don & Trudy Bauman
Saturday Oct. 25th, 2014 5th ANNUAL POLAR BEAR RUN
Hosts: Bill and Jane Tully

Note From The Editor:
British Driven is continuing to evolve; if you have any interesting stories, or
hobbies you would like to share with your fellow members, do not hesitate
to let me know. The fabric of our Club is vibrant, interesting and diverse;
this is indeed what makes us so unique.
I look forward to hearing from you! 				

Angela
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Fire Safety Tips
choice for a vehicle or boat. Inspect your
By now, most of you must have heard
about the disappointing loss, at the end fire extinguisher on a regular basis.
of July, of the Evans’ rare Jenson Healey,
Another consideration is to keep your fire
one of just 511 ever made.
extinguisher easily accessible. There is no
point having it in the trunk and losing
Cars can catch fire for many reasons.
Mechanical or electrical issues are usually precious time trying to access it.
the most common cause. A car can also
catch fire as the result of a bad crash. If It should be firmly and securely installed
in your vehicle since the last thing you
you see smoke or flames or smell
want is for it to become a projectile, in
the case of a collision.
You should also familiarize yourself with
how to use your fire extinguisher by
using the PASS System - Pull - Aim Squeeze - Sweep
What should you do if your car starts
on fire?
Photograph courtesy of Kimberly Evans
• Pull over as quickly and safely as you
burning rubber or plastic, it is important
can, off the road.
to act immediately.
• Once stopped, TURN OFF the
engine.
No doubt the majority of our members • Get everyone out of the car! Do not
already carry a fire extinguisher in
return to the car for anything.
their vehicles, and although it is not a
• Move everyone away at least 100 feet
guarantee that your car can be saved,
and away from traffic.
should a fire occur, you have a better
• Call 911!
chance having one on hand, than not.
• Only if you feel confident that your
personal safety is not at risk, attempt
Dry powder fire extinguishers are the best
to extinguish the fire with a fire

extinguisher. Be sure to point at the
base of the fire, not the flames.
How can you prevent a car fire?
• Service your car regularly.
• Watch for leaks.
• Transport gasoline in small amounts,
in a certified gas can.
• Never transport gasoline and propane
in the passenger compartment.
• Drive safely to avoid accidents.
What are the danger signs?
• Cracked or loose wiring or electrical
problems.
• Fuses that blow more than once.
• Oil or fluid leaks.
• Oil cap not tightly secured.
• Rapid changes in fuel or fluid level,
or engine temperature.
Some interesting facts:
1. Most crashes do not result in car
fires.
2. Most cars on fire do not explode.
3. 20% of all fires are CAR fires.
We recommend our members carry a fire
extinguisher; you never know when you
may need one; for yourself or to help a
friend!

Message from HBCC Executive

Mystery British Car Quiz - The President’s Challenge

Only a couple of our members tried to identify the Mystery
British Car which appeared in the August issue of British

rear with Hartford friction type shock absorbers, 4 wheel
Bendix disc servo finned drum brakes, hand brake on all
wheels and of course, right hand drive.
September Mystery British Car:

1938 AC 16/70 two seater Drophead coupe with Dickey.

Driven. For everyone’s amusement, the car which was
featured last month, was a 1938 AC 16/70 two seater
Drophead coupe with Dickey. It came with 6 cylinders
1991 cc, 4 speed manual gearbox, synchromesh on top
3 gears semi-elliptic leaf spring suspension, front and
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This month’s mystery car should be a lot easier to identify.
Good luck to all!
			
Peter Pontsa
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Technical Corner: What is the Main Ingredient in WD-40? ...continued from page 1
what to do…probably nothing until
Monday morning, since nothing was
open. Another neighbour came out
and told him to get his WD-40 and
clean it off. It removed the unwanted
paint beautifully and did not harm his
paint job that was on the truck. I was
impressed! WD-40 - who knew?

‘Water Displacement #40’. The
product began from a search for a rust
preventative solvent and degreaser to
protect missile parts. WD-40 was created
in 1953 by three technicians at the San
Diego Rocket Chemical Company. Its
name comes from the project that was to
find a ‘water displacement’ compound.
They were successful with the fortieth
formulation, thus WD-40. The Convair
Company bought it in bulk to protect
their Atlas missile parts. Ken East (one
of the original founders) says there is
nothing in WD-40 that would hurt
you… When you read the ‘shower door’
part, try it. It’s the first thing that has
ever cleaned that spotty shower door; if
yours is plastic, it works just as well as
glass. It’s a miracle! Then try it on your
stove top… Voila! It’s now shinier than
it’s ever been. You’ll be amazed. WD-40
Uses
1.
Protects silver from tarnishing.
2.
Removes road tar and grime from
cars.
3.
Cleans and lubricates guitar
strings.
4.
Gives floors that ‘just waxed’
sheen without making them slippery.
5.
Keeps flies off cows.
6.
Restores and clean chalkboards.
7.
Removes lipstick stains.
8.
Loosens stubborn zippers.
9.
Untangles jewellery chains.
10.
Removes stains from stainless
steel sinks.
11.
Removes dirt and grime from
barbecue grill.
12.
Keeps ceramic and terra cotta
garden pots from oxidizing.
13.
Removes tomato stains from
clothes.
14.
Keeps glass shower doors free of
water spots.
15.
Camouflages scratches in ceramic
and marble floors.
16.
Keeps scissors working smoothly.
17.
Lubricates noisy door hinges on
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vehicles and doors in homes.
18.
Removes black scuff marks from
kitchen floors. Just remember to open
windows it you have a lot of marks.
19.
Bug guts will eat away the finish
on your car if not removed quickly. Use
WD-40.
20.
Gives a children’s playground
gym slide a shine for a superfast slide.
21.
Lubricates gear shift and mower
deck lever for ease of handling on riding
mowers.
22.
Rids kids’ rocking chairs and
swings of squeaky noises.
23.
Lubricates tracks in sticking
home windows, makes them easier to
open.
24.
Spraying an umbrella stem makes
it easier to open and close.
25.
Restores and cleans padded
leather dashboards in vehicles, as well as
vinyl bumpers.
26.
Restores and cleans roof racks on
vehicles.
27.
Lubricates and stops squeaks in
electric fans.
28.
Lubricates wheel sprockets on
tricycles, wagons and bicycles.
29.
Lubricates washer/dryer fan belts
and keeps them running smoothly.
30.
Keeps rust from forming on saws,
saw blades and other tools.
31.
Removes splattered grease on
stoves.
32.
Keeps bathroom mirror from
fogging.
33.
Lubricates prosthetic limbs.
34.
Keeps pigeons off the balcony

(they hate the smell).
35.
Removes all traces of duct tape
and other adhesives.
36.
Folks spray it on their arms,
hands, knees to relieve arthritis pain.
37.
Florida’s fave use: cleans and
removes bugs from grills and bumpers.
38.
In New York, WD-40 protects
the Statue of Liberty from the elements.
39.
WD-40 attracts fish. Spray a
little on live bait or lures and you will be
catching the big ones in no time.
40.
Use it for fire ant bites. It takes
the stings away, immediately, and stops
the itch.
41.
WD-40 is great to remove crayon
from walls.
42.
If you’ve discovered that your
teenage daughter has washed and dried
a tube of lipstick with a load of laundry,
saturate the lipstick spots with WD-40
and rewash.
43.
If you spray WD-40 on a
distributor cap, it displaces the moisture
and allows the car to start.
P.S. The basic ingredient in WD-40 is
FISH OIL…
If you have other helpful uses for this
miracle product, please share it with us.

Bob Grunau
The HBCC extends its thanks to Bob
Grunau for submitting this technical
article.

FROM AN AVIATION BLOG
Machinist’s workshop did a test of penetrating oils where they measure the
force required in a standard test to loosen rusty test devices. The results
reported were interesting.
The lower the number of pounds the better. Mighty results for Acetone and
Automatic transmission fluid.
Penetrating oil
None
WD-40
PB Blaster
Liquid Wrnech
Kano Kroil
ATF-Acetone Mix*

Average load
516
238
214
127
106
53

Price per fluid
ounce
0.25
0.35
0.21
0.75
0.10

* The AFT-Acetone mix was a 50/50 mix (1 to 1 ratio)
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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The Sponsors’ Corner

Visit Toad Hollow Soon!
Vehicle Storage from October 1st, 2014 to May 1st, 2015
Call 519-216-0138 for details.
•
•
•

The Past Glories Of Toad Hollow*
Vintage Toys, Games & Collectibles.
Antique Furniture.
Victorian Architectural Pieces
PERPETUAL GARAGE SALE!
By Chance or Appointment Only,
Call David Maguire at 519-216-0138
* at the rear of 55 Townline, Orangeville
David Maguire, Sales Representative
Serving Your Real Estate Needs in
Dufferin County Since 1984
Business: 519.941.5151 or 905.450.3355
E-mail: dmaguire@royallepage.ca
visit me at www.dmaguire.ca
Toll Free: 1.800.268.2455 * Cell: 519.216.0138

RCR Realty, Brokerage

Indepedendently Owned & Operated

STAHLHAMMER MOTORWORKS

Ken Stahl
MG JAGUAR TRIUMPH AUSTIN HEALEY ROVER

Work hard - Have Fun - Make Money - Help People
			
(519) 217-3791		

754542 2nd Line EHS,
Mono, L9W 5X1

			

kennerell@gmail.com

$100.00 per annum
for 1/4 page ad
specs required are 4.0” x 4.5”
$50.00 per annum
for business card size
specs required are 3.5” x 2”
Sponsor to provide high resolution
artwork in jpg, tiff, indd or pdf format.
* a minimum of 10 isues per year will
be published.
To arrange to have your advertisement
placed here, please contact

If you are interested in advertising your business or services in
British Driven, business card sized ads and quarter page ads
are now available.
For further details, contact Jean-Louis Valade through our
website www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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Jean-Louis Valade
www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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